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L+R Palomba
Ludovica + Roberto Palomba, the golden couple of Italian design, for over 25 years have been designing products that escape
the trends.
First of all, they have a philosophical approach: the search
for essence in every project, closer to the concept of balance
of oriental heritage rather than to the nordic style, the goal of
their work is not only an aesthetic result but the well-being.
A bold design, without inconsistencies, equidistant from the
excess in the decoration and radical minimalism, the result of a
selection of values and themes rather than a downsizing project.
The curved lines of the organic form and the strict squareness, conflicting worlds that they’ve been able to make them
talk to each other, for example in the bathroom world that recognizes them as absolute protagonists.
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Torii
Bench

Designed by L + R Palomba, 2018
This timeless bench was born as a simple seating system, capable
of projecting a great identity. Torii is composed of two wooden pieces connected by a very recognizable metal structure. Torii stands
out not only because of its front perspective, but also because of
its back. In the eyes of Ludovica and Roberto Palomba, the bench's
image has managed to convey the creative concept perfectly:
"Its T-shaped structure represents the gateway to Eastern
temples. It’s a kind of approach, an evocative inspiration..."
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This timeless bench was born as
a simple seating system, capable
of projecting a great identity

Different Torii bench configurations, including
upholstered and stained options

Connectivity
1. USB port
2. Powerbox under seat
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Its T-shaped structure
represents the gateway
to Eastern temples

Torii & Mix
Transitional spaces — Tori
is a flexible bench able to
respond to all needs as
it has the same height as
a chair. A very versatile
seating system with clean
lines and a great identity,
easy to use in any location.

Up on this page, a picture of Torii full upholstered with
black structure. On the right, image of Torii with seat
upholstered and baskrest stained in matt oak

Up on this page, a picture of Torii with cushions and
black structure. On the left, picture of the same model
at a coffee area
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Project: Advisory Firm
Interiors : Ambau
Photography: Germán Cabo
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